
                                                                                                                             

Air * Electric * Hydraulic & Hoist LLC    21100 W. Capitol Drive, Suite 6       Brookfield, WI  53072 

Office: 262-798-0535 Email: sales@aehh.net Fax: 262-798-7928 

Providing Industrial, Productivity Solutions for 
Assembly, Custom Lifting, Material Removal and MRO. 

 
 

Lower Torque Assembly Solutions 
Whether looking for a new way to improve your existing assembly process or building a brand-new assembly 
line, AEHH offers solutions for your torque control and other assembly tooling needs.    Products like Kolver 
USA’s KDUCER offers cost-effective transducer-controlled tools with all the MES integration you need for low 
torque assembly.  If you have pneumatic torque tool needs, Torque Tec (shown below) offers a full line of 
pneumatic screwdrivers, impulse tools and nut runners that provides great cost of ownership verse well know 
brands like Atlas Copco and Cleco. New low torque battery tools by DUROFIX provide ultimate flexibility and 
transducer-controlled solutions for under $2,000! 

In addition to torque control tooling, AEHH provides a variety of assembly solutions like bits / sockets, torque 
arms, tool balancers, riveting tools, presses, visual inspection systems and turnkey work benches, etc.  Many 
of our solutions are also compatible with MES Systems like Pin Point through Open Protocol and other 
communication platforms. 

 

For pricing on these solutions or to discuss your application further, contact us at 
sales@aehh.net or by phone at 262-798-0535. 

Assembly Line Building Services 

Pictured left is a recent project where AEHH teamed up 
with a major electrical component manufacturer to 
provide and install Treston work benches, STRONGHOLD 
carts, PE Air Pipe, TORQ TEC air pulse tools / screwdrivers 
and Acradyne transducer-controlled low reaction pulse 
tools.   This customer had AEHH build the work benches 
offsite and delivered on site ready to go with the air pipe 
installed on the bench.   By presetting and labeling the 
torque tools, we were able to quickly locate and set tools 
in the correct stations.  AEHH installed the COILHOSE and 
CEJN air fittings on site, allowing our customer to focus on 
material flow and leave the line set up to AEHH with 
minimal interaction.   

 

Contact us today to discuss your new work area! 
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